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ABSTRACT 
 Wave drift loads play a key role in station-keeping analysis 
of floating offshore structures. However, conventional 
radiation/diffraction tools have some limitations especially when 
the structure has sharp edges, requiring more extended 
validation. In this paper, a series of CFD computations are 
performed on a 2D simplified shape representing a rectangular-
pontoon, with or without a horizontal damping plate. In the 
present study, the structure is considered to be fixed (radiation 
effects are not included). For validation, the results of CFD are 
compared with the results of experiments. The model tests are 
performed at the wave canal with an equivalent configuration. 
The drift forces are derived from the reflected and transmitted 
waves thanks to far field formulation. The incident, reflected and 
transmitted waves are separated by using a multi “sensors” 
method. The dissipation of wave energy is also investigated. The 
analysis is performed on two different model configurations: 
with and without the presence of a bottom damping plate. The 
effect of the damping plate on the wave energy dissipation and 
drift forces are discussed. The results obtained allows for a better 
understanding and will allow the study on more complex 
configurations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Second order wave loads are a necessary input for the design 
of floating foundation. However, computing these loads is 
challenging with potential flow methods. The difficulty is raised 
by the sharp edges and the use of damping plates in order to 
increase the added mass and the dissipation. The interest in using 
damping plates for offshore floating structures and in particular 
for floating offshore wind turbines (barge and semi-
submersibles) can be found in [1] and [2]. A numerical 
investigation of the effect of the free surface is done on a 

simplified problem with CFD in [3]. They showed that the flows 
around the damping plate are rotational and special care is 
needed when the potential flow methods are used. This aspect is 
addressed since the very beginning at Ideol, by using 
experimental drift deriving by basin model tests in regular wave 
as a standard approach for the design of floating foundations. 
However, in this paper the authors search for an alternative 
method for the evaluation of drift forces based CFD calculations 
that also permits to better understand the physical phenomena 
involved. A 2D analysis is carried out on a rectangular-pontoon 
in two configurations, with and without the presence of a 
horizontal damping plate. The numerical results obtained by 
CFD simulations in regular wave are compared with the 
experimental results obtained by wave canal tests for equivalent 
model configurations in the same wave conditions. The CFD 
results are also compared with those obtained from potential 
theory code simulations. 

NOMENCLATURE 
CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics 
DOF = Degree Of Freedom 
Co = Courant number 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 The section of the rectangular-pontoon is presented in Figure 
2. The structure is fixed to exclude the motion effects on the 
flows. Two different configurations are considered: (1) C1– 
Configuration without damping plate and (2) C2 – Configuration 
with damping plate. The dimensions of the pontoon section are 
10m x 9.5m, with a draught of 7m. The thickness of the damping 
plate (for the configuration C2 presented on the right hand side 
of Figure 2) is fixed to 0.3m.  
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Figure 1: Pontoon section geometry for configurations C1 (left) and 
C2 (right). 

WAVE CONDITIONS 
 The regular wave conditions with different periods from 3.89 
to 17.68s (full scale) with a wave steepness of 4% (2A/λ=4%) 
are considered in this analysis. The regular wave conditions are 
given in Table 1 where A, λ and T represent wave amplitude, 
wavelength and period. 
 

 
Table 1: Wave conditions. 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
 Numerical simulations are performed with OpenFOAM. 
OpenFOAM is an open source CFD software which has a large 
user group in wide engineering and science fields, for both 
commercial and academic organizations. The toolbox 
waves2Foam, used to generate and absorb free surface water 
waves, is used in the present study [4]. The relaxation zone 
technique (active sponge layers) is used to generate and absorb 
the waves. Many wave theories are supported in waves2Foam. 
Relaxation zones are used in the present study at inlet and outlet 
of the domain. The size of inlet and outlet are set to be longer 
than 1λ and 3λ,  respectively. The size of relaxation is discussed 
in [5]. The Stokes fifth order wave theory is used for wave 
generation. The computation meshes and the time step satisfy a 
set of criteria, as given in equation (1). 
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where Δx is the mesh size in longitudinal direction, Δy is the 
mesh size in vertical direction and Δt is the time step. 
SnappyHexMesh is used to generate meshes and the meshes are 
adapted near to the body and near-wall region with expansion 
ratio of 1.05. The k-ω SST turbulence model is used in the 
simulations. 
 
Total number of computation cells ranges from 300000 to 
850000, depending on the wave height and wavelength. Selected 
periods are simulated in OpenFOAM because the number of 
cells (and thus the computation time) increases when the wave 
period decreases (smaller wave height and length). 

 

 
The adaptive time step is used for simulations and it is computed 
by the Courant number criterion indicated in equation (2).  
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where V is the local maximum velocity of the flow. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
 The tests are performed at the wave canal of Ecole Centrale 
Marseille. The model configurations are the same as considered 
in the simulations.  
 
The wave canal is an all glass structure of 16.77m length, 0.65m 
width, with a maximum water depth of 0.75m. The experimental 
setup is depicted in Figure 4. The model scale factor used for this 
campaign is 1:50. The model is fixed and glued on the lateral 
walls of the wave canal at a distance equal to 9.7m from the 
wavemaker. Because the width of the canal is small in 
comparison with the length, the problem can be considered 
bidimensional as in the CFD analysis. The water depth is set to 
0.66m. 
 
For experimental cases, additional steepness (2%, 3% and 5%) 
have been performed in order to study the influence of non-
linearities. For the highest steepness (5%), periods are limited to 
the range [3.89s 9.90s] due to the wave height. 
 
12 resistive wave elevation gauges were used to measure the 
wave field ahead and behind the model at several canal sections. 
 

• One is in front of the wavemaker to obtain the initial 
wave condition.  

• One is fixed at 2mm from the forward face of the model 
to measure the run-up.  

• Two groups of 5 wave gauges are located respectively 
ahead and behind the structure to measure the incident, 
the reflected and the transmitted wave fields. 

 
Figure 3: Experimental setup. 

T (s) 3.89 5.66 6.72 7.78 8.84 9.9 10.39 10.96 11.67 12.73 13.79 14.85 17.68

λ (m) 23.6 49.9 70.1 92.4 115.5 138.4 148.9 161.1 175.5 197.6 219.7 239.8 296.4

A (m) 0.5 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.5 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.9

Figure 2: Wavetank and body meshing in CFD model. 
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Associated with the wave gauge measurements, a video camera 
is used to obtain a qualitative comparison with numerical results 
and to better investigate the complexity of the flow. Meanwhile 
the theory generally used for wave-structure interactions is 
linear, the flow shows very complex behavior as the steepness of 
the wave increases. 

DRIFT FORCES EVALUATION 
 For both experimental and CFD analysis, drift forces are 
deduced from the far field formulation [6] using the reflection 
and transmission measurements: 
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With Cg the group velocity, Cp the phase velocity, A the 
amplitude of the incident wave train, R the reflection coefficient, 
T the transmission coefficient and *  denoted the complex 
conjugated of the variable. 
 
Reflection and transmission coefficients are obtained from 
experimental and numerical wave gauges data using a very 
precise multi sensors method based on a minimization of the 
quadratic error (see appendix A for more details). 
 
The loss of energy can be computed by the difference between 1 
and (R²+T²): 
 
#nergy loss = 1 − (R�∗ + T!∗)                      (4) 
 
Then drift forces have also been estimated with linear potential 
diffraction codes (AQWA commercial software and a code 
developed by B. Molin at Ecole Centrale Marseille). Both 
calculations have been performed with a far field method. 
 
Finally, from CFD simulations, drift forces have also been 
obtained by computing the forces by pressure integration for a 
selected period. 

RESULTS 
 

CFD versus experimental results 
 Results for configuration C1 (without damping plate) and C2 
(with damping plate) are summarized in Figure 4 and Figure 5 
respectively. 
 
- The results of experiments for both C1 and C2 configurations 
show a weak dependence with the wave steepness (quasi linear 
behavior) for the wave transmission. A quasi linear behavior has 
also been obtained for the wave reflection with the configuration 
C1. The nonlinearity increases for the reflection with 
configuration C2. The presence of the damping plate reduces the 
wave transmission and the wave reflection for both experiments 
and numerical simulations. The wave reflection and transmission 
obtained in numerical simulations is under-estimated compared 
with the results of experiments. 

 
- Dissipation increases with the wave steepness for both 
configurations. Much dissipation occurs with the damping plate 
for all periods and for all wave steepness. A good agreement are 
obtained for configuration C2 and the results of CFD are slightly 
over-estimated. The results of CFD with the configuration C1 
largely over-estimate the dissipation for short period. 
 
- The wave steepness does not have much influence on the wave 
drift force acting on the configuration C1. Whereas the wave drift 
force acting on the configuration C2 slightly decreases with the 
wave steepness. The results of CFD simulations show a good 
agreement with the results of experiments for both 
configurations. 
 
Figure 6 shows a good agreement between experiments and 
numerical simulations in terms of global behavior of the flow 
(from top to bottom): (1) The free surface corresponds to the 
minimum elevation in front of the structure. A vertical front face 
appears in correspondence of the damping plate. (2) The front 
face of the wave impacts the vertical wall. A vortex is created at 
the edge of the damping plate. (3) A splash up occurs due to the 
impact. This splash up is raised by the fact that the pontoon is 
fixed. The vortex above the damping plate still exists at the same 
location. (4) The free surface corresponds to the crest. (5) During 
the run-down, the vortex is moved down to the damping plate. 
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Figure 4: Results for configuration C1 (without damping plate). 

 
Figure 5: Results for configuration C2 (with damping plate). 
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Figure 6: Experimental (left)/numerical (right) comparison for 

configuration C2 (T=12.73s & H/λ=4%). 

Comparisons with a potential diffraction code 
 The wave drift forces obtained by experiments and CFD is 
compared with those calculated with linear potential method in 
figures 5 and 6.  
 
For configuration C1, the potential theory codes underestimate 
the drift force for wave periods larger than 8s. However, the 
agreement with CFD and experiments is very good for small 
periods. For configuration C2, the measured reflection 
coefficients not correspond to 1 for small periods. It makes the 
wave drift force obtained from the experiments and CFD be 
under-estimated compared with values deriving potential flow 
calculations. For large periods the trend is similar to 
configuration C1, with potential theory codes that underestimate 
the drift force. The central period is around 9s. This period 
corresponds more or less to the point where reflection and 
transmission are equivalent. 
 
The use of CFD improves the prediction of wave elevation used 
for the far field approach compared to classical diffraction-
radiation code where viscosity (and thus vorticity) and green 
water are not considered.  
 
Additional results for selected case T=10.39s 
 The instantaneous forces Fx(t) are obtained by integrating the 
stress computed with CFD over the body surface for one selected 
period (T=10.39s). The time averaged value Fx(t"2222222 over one 
period is considered and compared with the wave drift force 
obtained from the experiments. The force time histories and the 
averaged force for both configurations are shown in Figure 8. 
 
The non-dimensional drift forces are summarised in Table 2 for 
different configurations. The given forces are the averaged value 
of the forces  Fx(t"2222222 computed by integrating the stresses over the 
surface body and the drift forces Fd computed by the far field 
formulation.  
 

T=10.39s C1 C2 

F3222/(
1

2
��6��" 

CFD pressure integration 
0.16 0.23 

��/(
1

2
��6��" 

CFD Far Field  
0.20 0.20 

��/(
1

2
��6��" 

EXP Far Field 
0.19 0.18 

Table 2: Summary of the horizontal non-dimensional forces 
obtained for both configuration. 

Good agreement is shown between the values obtained by the far 
field formulation and those obtained by the direct integration 
despite of small differences. These differences can be explained 
by oscillating behaviour of averaged value in time which is 
shown in Figure 8. The forces acting on configuration C2 is 
particularly unstable and not periodic. Those unstable force time 
traces are produced by the complex flows which is shown in 
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Figure 8 for both configurations. The configuration C2 gives rise 
to a large wave breaking events and complex vorticity structures 
interacting between themselves. This explains the non-periodic 
behaviour of the forces. 

 

 
Figure 7: Time history of the horizontal force Fx acting on the 
body for the case T=10.39 s considered. 

 
Figure 8: Selected instants of max run-up (top) and min run-up 
(bottom) for the different configurations T= 10.39 s. 

Figure 7 also highlights the fact that the averaged value Fx(t)2222222 is 
small when compared to first order wave loads. The first order 
wave loads obtained by AQWA are compared with the first 
harmonic components of force computed by OpenFOAM in 

Figure 9. The results of AQWA are on the conservative side 
because viscosity (and thus vorticity) and green water are not 
taken into account in diffraction radiation unlike OpenFOAM. 
 

 
Figure 9: Comparison between 1st order loads computed by 
potential solver and 1st harmonic retrieved from CFD 
computations. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 This study has carried out numerical and experimental 
investigations of wave drift loads on a rectangular-pontoon. In 
this work, OpenFOAM is used to simulate the flow around the 
body, with and without damping plate. CFD results have been 
compared to experimental results obtained by wave canal tests in 
an equivalent configuration and numerical results obtained by 
classical diffraction-radiation codes. The necessity for structures 
with sharp edges and large skirts (semi-submersible and barge 
floating foundation) to be not limited to a perfect fluid approach, 
has been highlighted. Indeed, the use of CFD largely improved 
the prediction of wave elevation used for the far field approach 
compared to classical diffraction-radiation code where viscosity 
(and thus vorticity) and green water are not considered. 
However, some results would require a deeper investigation. In 
this respect, a second 2D experimental and numerical 
investigation will be performed. The drift forces will be 
estimated not only with the far field method (wave gauge) but 
also with direct load measurement (load sensor) and pressure 
integration, respectively for model tests and CFD simulations. 
This will give direct comparison between the experiment and 
CFD results for first and second order wave loads acting on the 
structure. It will also provide interesting results regarding the 
validity domain of the far field formulation. 
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ANNEX A 

SEPARATION OF THE INCIDENT AND THE REFLECTED WAVE FIELDS USING A MULTI SENSORS 
METHOD. 

 
To separate the incident and the reflected wave fields, N wave gauges located at the positions xN are used. At each 
position xN is used to evaluate the error between the measured wave elevation and the theoretical wave elevation. 
The theoretical wave elevation at the position xN is given by equation (A.1)  
 
8�9(:; , <) = (=>?@A�B + =C?D@A�B)?D@E�               (A.1) 
 
where aI and aR are the amplitudes of the incident and the reflected waves, respectively, k is the wavenumber given 
by the linear dispersion relation expressed as equation (A.2) 
 
F� = �G tanh Gℎ               (A.2) 
 
where g is the gravitational acceleration and h is water depth. The error between measurement and theory is defined 
as equation (A.3) 
 
?; = 8�9(:; , <) − K;(<)               (A.3) 
 
where sN(t) is the measured wave elevation time series at the location xN. The first harmonic component of sN(t) is 
computed by using a Fourier transform with sliding window expressed as equation (A.4) 
 
K; = L;(<)?@M(�)?D@E�               (A.4) 
 
where 
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And with tacq the acquisition duration. Two unknowns A and R minimizing the quadratic error can be computed by 
applying least square method. The quadratic error is given as equation (A.5) 
 

#� = [ ?\�
;

\]�
= [^=>?@A�B + =C?D@A�B − L;(<)?@M(�)_�?D�@E�

;

\]�
 (A.5) 

 
Following equations are obtained after applying least square methods.  
 

`#�
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= 0 ↔ => [ ?�@A�B
;

\]�
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;
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The solutions of this system are given by 
 

=> = K�Kc − bKd
K�K� − b�           =eQ          =C = K�Kd − bKc

K�K� − b�  

 
where 

 

K� = [ ?�@A�B
;

\]�
,          K� = [ ?D�@A�B

;

\]�
,       Kc = [ L;(<)?@M(�)?@A�B

;

\]�
,      Kd = [ L;(<)?@M(�)?D@A�B

;
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